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Office of Engagement
Educational Programs

UVA Club Faculty Speakers
Events around the world, featuring talks by UVA faculty

Alumni & Parent Travel
Trips to locations worldwide with UVA professors and fellow alumni

Continue Learning
alumni.virginia.edu/learn/take-a-class

Educational experiences and resources for a lifetime of learning

alumni.virginia.edu/learn
**Engaging the Mind** public lecture series presents notable faculty members in thought-provoking talks, seminars, workshops and forums in an effort to share the University’s vast knowledge with community members throughout Virginia.

**More Than the Score** is a free lecture series held on Saturday mornings before home football games. Hear some of UVA’s top minds speak on a wide variety of topics.

**One-Day UVA** combines UVA faculty with experts and knowledgeable leaders for day long, in-depth learning experiences.

**Reunions Seminars** are academic seminars offered during UVA Reunions Weekend. Selected seminars are free and open for all to attend. These are held on Grounds in Charlottesville.

---

**Summer Jefferson Symposium** is a vibrant academic program that reflects on Thomas Jefferson’s ideals and life stories.

**UVA at Oxford University Seminar** is a unique educational experience held in Oxford, England.

**Jefferson in Paris** is an exploration of Thomas Jefferson’s time in France, as both a visitor and as the United States Ambassador to France 1785-1789, with a particular focus on the architecture he fell in love with.

---

**Learning Loop** is a theme-based email newsletter that features educational events and resources – in review, happening now and coming up. Stay in the loop!

**Online Library for Alumni** is a free online research library for UVA alumni. There are resources for academic, business and health research including Business Book Summaries. Log in through HoosOnline.

**Podcasts** are audio recordings of many of our faculty talks available to listen to and share for free. Listen anytime, anywhere.

**Thoughts from the Lawn** blog features posts by UVA faculty related to upcoming educational lectures, books and research on relevant topics. Join the discussion and share your thoughts.